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The role of the CEO in your business
Over the years I’ve worked with a lot of consultants and coaches teaching them how to market and grow their
businesses. I’ve spent twenty-five years learning how to build my own marketing consulting and coaching business
and even developed a network of independent marketing consultants and taught them how to build their businesses.
In this eBook I reveal the steps I believe are the essential elements needed to build any coaching, consulting
or service related business as well as the larger question of what kind of business to build in order to generate
the greatest amount of profit.
Some of these steps are pretty obvious and perhaps you already have them in place. Some may offer refinement
and some may be innovations in your current marketing efforts.
There is a bit of an order to these steps, however, they’re never really done. You build your marketing and practice
building systems using these steps and then go to work refining, evolving and advancing each element as your
practice grows.
So, let’s get to work building your marketing system.
Regards,

- John Jantsch



Duct Tape Marketing
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This eBook outlines some very practical tactics for growing your practice, but before you
can tackle the how, you’ve got to address some much larger questions.
We’ve built the Duct Tape Marketing Consulting System to help consultants meet the
following important growth elements on their way to the most profitable business ever.



Consider these questions before we get into how to grow your practice. Your answers to
these questions may lead you down an entirely new path to growing your coaching or
consulting business.
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Figuring out how to sell something, something you know how to
deliver or something in demand, isn’t that hard or expensive anymore
– if, your goal is to simply bang out a living and get by.
If, however, your goals are a bit
more ambitious, say to grow
an asset that you might sell,
become wealthy or dominate an
entire industry, then you better
be prepared to do things a little
differently than most.
Below are five questions that, when answered intentionally and
addressed constantly, will keep you rooted in the place where real
growth and world domination occurs – in the realm of the customer.

1) How can we make our value proposition
as simple as possible to communicate?
Of course, this assumes that you have a truly unique point of
differentiation, one that allows you stand out over and above anyone
who dares call themselves your competition.



But, possessing this core value proposition isn’t enough. You must
also find a way to communicate it in a simple and consistent manner.
A phrase, one word perhaps, a metaphor – lacking these, you’ll find
it hard to garner the kind of momentum that real growth and strong
branding requires.



     

 

I’ll boldly suggest that the name Duct Tape Marketing carries
the kind of simple message of difference that you’re looking for.
A great deal of the success of my venture is due to the pure luck of
associating that metaphor with my systematic approach to small
business marketing.
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“Keep rooted in the place where real growth and world
domination occurs - in the realm of the customer”
- John Jantsch

2) What additional streams of revenue can we develop
from our core offerings?
Many companies fall into this one quite by accident, but real
growth comes from seeing what you do well and proactively
building additional streams of income, residual or otherwise, into
your business model.
Over time this is a very powerful way to build an asset. When you can
point to revenue coming from many converging streams you build a
buffer against a sudden market or competitive change.
Look at every product or service you offer and ask yourself what the
next natural sale could be. For example, if you offer an online training
program, could you offer a live workshop and then an ongoing
maintenance program? If you’ve discovered how to do something well,
could you teach others in your industry how to do it well and generate
addition revenue while elevating your status in your industry?



3) What does our total
customer experience look
and feel like?



     

 



It seems like most businesses
focus attention on all of the
elements that get the phone to
ring, but spend very little time
diagramming exactly what happens during the sales process, the
product or service delivery process or anything that might happen
down the road that would stimulate repeat sales and
referral introductions.
By mapping out the entire process of marketing touchpoints,
all the places where your company does or should come into
contact with customers and prospects, you can design a total
brand positive experience – the kind that gets people talking
about how you’re different.
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“Keep rooted in the place where real growth and world
domination occurs - in the realm of the customer”
- John Jantsch

Stop and ask how you could be easier to do business with. How you
could do something that not only wows, but also inspires. What
could you do that would make your customers smile? How could you
surprise them?

4) What resource gaps do we need to fill right away?
In order to build an asset, you’ve got to stop doing things that don’t
make you money, that rob you of time needed to practice your high
payoff activities, and that you simply don’t
do well. You’ve probably still got to get
many of those things done, but by others.
Map out how you will hire, outsource and
retain the resources needed to fill your
current gaps.
Do you need someone to take over your bookkeeping? Do you need a
graphic designer on staff ? Do you need a VA? Should you hire a VP
of Operations?
Have you stopped to figure out what your time is worth? Have you
determined what a unit of labor produces for your business? There’s
a wonderful book by Greg Crabtree called Seeing Beyond the Numbers
that teaches a tremendous lesson on how to calculate labor as a lever
rather than a cost.



5) What mutually beneficial partnerships could
we develop right away?



     

 



To me, this is perhaps the most potent and most underutilized
mindset of all. To a large degree I’ve built my brand by creating
content that others want to share and perhaps 50% of my revenue is
derived directly through these relationships.
Strategic partnerships have a tendency to multiply quickly. If you can
associate your brand with the right three or four partners, you can
develop a kind of momentum that attracts many more.
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“Keep rooted in the place where real growth and world
domination occurs - in the realm of the customer”
- John Jantsch

This is an element that should not be seen
as a nice bonus left up to chance. This
is an element that must be an essential
part of your quarterly planning process.
Maintain a short list of attractive strategic
partners at all time and go to work on
building a plan to recruit, introduce and
amplify a mutually beneficial program of
relationship and community building with these partners.
As you consider these potential game-changing ideas, let
me introduce you to the Duct Tape Marketing Consulting
Network. Many of the elements described throughout this
document are made available to our consultants as part of
joining our network.
After you read this eBook, consider joining one of our
live Discovery sessions to learn all about why Duct Tape
Marketing Consulting just might be right for you. (See a
list of everything a Duct Tape Marketing Consultant receives
at the end of this document.)
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1) Build your email list now

7 Steps to Marketing Success for Coaches
and Consultants

First and foremost, you need to
exist online in a way that allows
large numbers of people to find
you, but in addition to finding
you they need a reason to give
you permission to reach out to
them over time.
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I know that anyone online can tell you that you need to focus on
building your list and if you’re heard that before, I’m here to tell you
again. It’s that important.
One of the most important elements in your marketing arsenal is a
value filled eBook that motivates people to willingly give you their
email address. (Hmm, a bit like this one did with you.)
This is a numbers game. You need to promote and highlight your
eBook through blogging, guest posting and participating on Facebook
and Twitter for the primary purpose of building links, traffic and
subscribers attracted to the topic of your eBook and blog content.



These subscribers won’t all be hot prospects, but they will generate the
momentum you need through their sharing, linking and otherwise
supporting your continued marketing efforts.



     

 

In addition to your free eBook you’ll want to plan on consistent
communication through the use of a weekly newsletter that offers
additional and ongoing value.
You need to build a following first and then you can start to narrow
your focus to conversion.
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“One of the most important elements in your marketing
arsenal is a value filled eBook that motivates people
to willingly give you their email address”
- John Jantsch

Email capture plan:
1) Choose an email service provider (ESP) such as
Constant Contact, AWeber, MailChimp or Infusionsoft.
2) Use your ESPs form building tool and place a lead
capture form on every page of your website. (Don’t ask
for more than name and email at this point)
3) Create an email subscription landing page – a page
that describes and promotes your eBook and lists all
the benefits of why a viewer might give you’re their
email address.
4) Create a series of emails, delivered through your
ESPs autoresponder function that provides additional
information on downloading the eBook as well as
related topics that they may find on your blog and
in your newsletter.
5) Consider using a pop up form such as Pippity for
WordPress that can be programmed to bring focus
to your offer in smart ways.
6) Many ESPs have “tell a friend” function that allows
readers to easily email your offer to friends – use it!



7) Some ESPs – Aweber specifically – has a feature that
makes it very easy for people leaving comments to your
blog to add their name to your email list. Finding ways
to integrate your email capture into other actions
is essential.


     

8) Work your networks online and offline and start telling
people about your free eBook and newsletter.
9) Ask any strategic partners or close associates to
trade plugs in their newsletter for the same in yours.

 



10) Promote your free eBook in social networks
on a regular basis.
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5 Ways to Make an Email Newsletter Your Best Sales Tool

7 Steps to Marketing Success for Coaches
and Consultants

No matter how enamored you may be with social media, email still
outpunches just about every tool out there when it comes to cost
effective lead conversion.
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Now, done correctly, what this really means is effectively using email
communication in conjunction with efforts to produce educational
content, amplify content throughout social media channels and turn
Twitter followers into email subscribers.
Its integration, as much as anything is what makes email work, but
there are a handful of things that you need to do to get the most out
of the email component of the mix.

Grab Attention
It’s not enough to have an email
subscribe form tucked into the
sidebar of your home page. If
you’ve got a great offer to put in
front of your visitors you need
to make it impossible to ignore,
without being obnoxious.



A new breed of popups makes grabbing visitor attention and turning
it into email list subscribing almost pleasing. I’ve been experimenting
with a rather new WordPress plugin called Pippity.



     

Once installed and configured, this tool will note when you have a
visitor that has not been offered your email subscription and briefly
take over the screen to make them an offer. The visitor still has lots of
control over the screen, but this tool positions your list in a way that’s
hard to ignore.

 

I know there are some that don’t like this tactic, but Pippity gives you
so much control, including A/B testing, that you can fine tune the
tool’s use to make it work for you. Like it or not, with the right offer,
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“One of the most important elements in your marketing
arsenal is a value filled eBook that motivates people
to willingly give you their email address”
- John Jantsch

most people see 300-400% jumps in subscribers using this kind of
approach. (One tip: Turn it off for mobile browsers, as there’s no way
to make it a pleasant experience on a mobile.)

Exchange Value
Giving people a reason to
subscribe is even more important
than simply grabbing their
attention. In order to get willing
subscribers these days you must
sell the value of what you have
to offer and most likely exchange
something like a free ebook or
report that sounds too good to miss right at the point of subscription.
The act of giving an email address comes with a price these days
because all of our email inboxes are jammed. Your free stuff
better sound as good as most people’s paid stuff if you want
to get subscribers.



Of course, this also means that you need to keep the value exchange
high if you expect to keep subscribers. Turning email subscribers into
paying customers is not a one-time event; it’s accomplished through a
process of building trust over time.



     

No matter what time frame you choose to offer your email newsletter,
once a week or once a month, each issue should be something that
people look forward to. It’s great to have a large list, but if less than
10% actually open your emails then you won’t get much return on
your efforts.

Serve Snacks

 



I’ve been producing a weekly email newsletter just about every week
since some time in 2002 and I’ve played with different formats,
different content, and different ways to present information.
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A great deal of what I’ve always tried to do is evolve with overall
communication trends. My best advice is that you subscribe to lots of
newsletters and pay attention to how others present information and
how they change their presentation over time.
Currently, my newsletter format is designed to offer several
compelling article abstracts grouped into a set of topics that I believe
my readers expect from me. I author about 50% of the content and
then hand select a couple blog posts from blogs I read that are related.

t1FSGFDUZPVSDPOWFSTBUJPO

When I switched to this snack-sized, scannable format, I immediately
noted that my response and engagement increased dramatically.

tIntroduce multiple streams

Be Sharable
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Smart marketers have always employed tools that made it easier for
people to share their email newsletter with friends, but these days that
means making your content easy to share in social media as well.
Most email service providers have added
social media sharing options that you can
embed in your content so that a reader
could tweet that they just read your article.



The content itself must exist online in order
to use this most effectively. Most service
providers also allow you to create an online
archive version of your newsletter and I recommend you
use this approach to socialize your content sent via email.



     

 



Go Solo
Once your readers come to appreciate your valuable newsletter
content you may earn the right to send them offers. This is something
that takes a little bit of experimentation and you can certainly erode
trust by sending too many offers or sending offers that just don’t
make sense.
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While you can mix an offer or two into your regular email newsletter
format, I’ve found that sending the occasional offer for a product,
program or even joint venture with a product or service you truly
believe in, using what is called a solo email is the best approach.
A solo email is designed to do only one thing, deliver the story and
make a case for your offer. This can be a straight out offer to buy
something or even an announcement for a free online seminar where
you intend to make an offer, but it must be about one thing and one
thing only.
Let me repeat, sending offers is something you earn, just like earning
the subscriber in the first place. You must take care that you treat this
trust with respect or you will lose it. Keep the value of your offers
as high as the value of your content and your readers will appreciate
getting both.
My recommended list of email service providers.
(Each allows you to accomplish the things mentioned in this article.)
R5)(-.(.5)(..
R5,.#&5-*)(-
R5

#&5"#'*

R5,
R5 ( /-#)() .



2) Create a hot list


     

 



Now, if the first step was about building numbers, the second step
is about limiting numbers. In addition to list building you need to
identify a very narrowly targeted list of no more than 100 hot prospects.
It’s so easy to get caught up in building online followers when you
really might just need ten more great clients. The way you get ten
more great clients is to focus a massive amount of attention on
100 hot prospects.
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“The way you get ten more great clients is to focus a
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With this narrow focus you can target events and groups that your
prospects participate in, add them to a CRM tool and follow their
every social media move, send highly personalized mailings and get
introduced by other members of your network.
This is how you prospect today.

Hot Prospect Plan:
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1) The first thing you must do is determine precisely what
an ideal client looks like and where you can find them. I’ve
written extensively about this very topic here.
2) From your research above, create your list of 100 and
go work on finding out who might be able to introduce
you to these people. Start with your clients and then work
social media networks such as LinkedIn to see who in your
existing network already knows your prospects.
3) Don’t forget to work associations, trade groups, industry
groups, networking groups and even alumni groups as part
of your research.
4) Once you create your list, start connecting through
referral partners, social media and direct mail letter
campaigns like the one outlined below.



How to Use Small Batch, Personalized
Direct Mail for Prospecting



     

 



Inbound marketing, or being found, has certainly become the way of
marketing promotion these days because let’s face it, broadcasting or
outbound marketing doesn’t work, right?
Well, done poorly -as most outbound marketing is, nothing works.
If you take your time and create personalized campaigns that not
only get the attention of the right prospects, but also offer value in
exchange, then outbound marketing can be a very effective component
of your overall tactical plan.
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“The way you get ten more great clients is to focus a
massive amount of attention on 100 hot prospects”
- John Jantsch

The secret to making an advertising or direct mail campaign work
these days is to think small, think personal, think value, think followup. If you can’t plan and implement each of these steps then your
campaign success will be limited.

Small – Create the smallest, most information-rich list you
can - even if you have to build it yourself from resources
at a local library. This way you know that every name on
your list belongs to the right association, reads the right
magazines or has the right demographic profile.

Personal – When you do your research you might think to

include personal details in a mailing that were acquired by
a little bit of social media research. Look, getting noticed
these days takes work and depending upon the type of
client and potential, you may be better off writing five hand
written letters with specific details than mailing truckloads
of generic stuff.

Value – Advertising works when you combine it with a

call to action that has value for the reader. Use the web to
offer free content, free evaluations, free trials, and access to
special events and you’ll start the process of building trust
before you try to sell something.

Follow-up – Small batch outbound marketing works best



when combined with a personal follow-up mechanism.
In your letter tell the reader you are going to call and ask
permission to send them or provide them with something
of value, and then do it.


     

 



I’ve written numerous times about something I call Lumpy Mail.
Sending small batches of mail with a packaged item or trinket that
helps get your message across is a great way to combine all of the
above elements.
The thing about adding this kind of outbound marketing to the mix is
that while it comes with a cost, it also offers a great deal of control.
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“In my experience LinkedIn is the only social network
that’s all about doing business”
- John Jantsch

It’s hard to know when your inbound marketing is going to kick
in or when a journalist is going to profile your business, but with a
small batch outbound marketing approach running at all times
you know exactly when and how a prospect is going to receive
your message.
With all the chatter about inbound
marketing and social media, it’s easy to
overlook some of the ways to round out
your entire plan with some good oldfashioned hand-to-hand direct mail.
One of my Duct Tape Marketing Consultants provided a case study
this week for a campaign she conducted for her own business.
R5"5/#&.55&#-.5) 5gkf5"#,)*,.),-5#(5",5,5 ,)'55
state board list
R5(.55*,-)(&5&..,5.)5"5#.#(!50,#)/-5."#(!-5-"5
noted about their web sites
R5)&&)17/*535*")(5(5))%5gn5**)#(.'(.R5,)'5.")-5**)#(.'(.-65k5'5&#(.Total cost of the program was about 2 days of time and $100 –
Revenue generated from the approach is initially in excess of $100,000
and lifetime value, significantly more.



3) Target social networking



    

 



With your hot list in hand you can get very targeted with your social
networking. As stated above, identify groups, associations and events
that your hot prospects participate in and get active there only. Don’t
run around going to every event with a handful of warm bodies.
Meet people at these events and in these groups and make them the
basis of your social networking activities. For coaches and consultants,
this means LinkedIn as far as I’m concerned. In my experience
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LinkedIn is the only social network that’s all about doing business.
That doesn’t mean it’s all about selling, but it does mean that the
relationship building time spent there, if targeted to your
hot prospects, is the most beneficial time you can spend using
social networking.

tTarget social networking

Target a handful of local and industry or topic related groups on
LinkedIn and spend time networking there every day.

tBuild a partner team

How to Use LinkedIn to Build Your Business

tCreate a hot list
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As I’ve written here in the past, I think
there are solid business reasons for
participating in most social networks
these days, but if your business sells
primarily to other businesses, you must get more active on LinkedIn.
LinkedIn is not the biggest or most talked about network these day,
but when it comes to connecting with people who mean business and
generating leads, few can compare to the power of LinkedIn. A study
conducted by Hubspot earlier this year suggested that LinkedIn is
“277 Percent More Effective for Lead Generation than Facebook
and Twitter.”



While those numbers were taken from their user base, my experience
suggests that the professional decision maker audience that prefers
LinkedIn is much more prepared to participate in the kind of
traditional authentic networking that leads to lasting business
relationships than any other network.



    


 



The power tool on LinkedIn is Groups. For me this is the closest
thing to the proven offline networking groups that exists online today.
Groups can give you access to people and discussions related to an
industry, topic or even geographic region. Working LinkedIn Groups
effectively is a solid way to build a network and generate leads.
Back up to that last sentence and dwell on the word effectively.
Effective networking is about providing value, sharing, helping
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and informing – it’s not about spamming, promoting and selling.
Participate in the latter before you’ve earned any credibility and your
efforts won’t gain any steam.

Join groups
Currently LinkedIn allows basic members to join up to 50 Groups.
Find industry, topic and location specific groups that contain
concentrations of people that you would like to network with and
join them. Spend time looking at the level of participation and
conversations. If all you find is updates with members promoting their
businesses, move on as this group will be of little benefit.
LinkedIn has a “groups you may like” function that suggests groups
based on your current profile and connections.
Ironically, the best groups for lead generation are those that don’t
tolerate blatant self-promotion.

Connect with members
Once you’ve joined a group, you have a natural common connection
with each group member and LinkedIn gives you the ability to
connect based on the mutual group membership. It’s a little thing, but
it’s a step beyond simply saying you want to connect.



Reach out and make some connections and very simple introductions
as to why you joined the group.



     

Look for active members and add relevant replies to a number of
posts. This starts the process of some one-on-one conversation and,
since your replies are publicly available to all group members, you can
use this technique to demonstrate that you have a lot to offer.

Create groups
 



Once you get the hang of Groups you should consider creating your
own topic group. This is not a company group, it’s one that is set up
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You must add starter content that gets people talking. You must
participate in conversations. You must promote. And above all, you
must not tolerate spam and self-promotion. Tell people this is your
intent up front and give them one warning and kick offenders out. If
you don’t set this tone from the very beginning your group members
won’t want to stick around.
To get the most from your group manager role, create a landing page
on your own website that promotes the idea behind the group and
encourages visitors to join. This will deepen your connection to the
group and help people better understand what the group is all about.
Lastly, use, but don’t abuse, the announcements function. As a group
manager you can send direct announcements to all group members
via email. This is a great way to continue to keep your group and its
activity front and center.



Five notes



     

 



Once you start to get more active on
LinkedIn, make it a habit to reach out to
five connections each week with the sole
purpose of saying hi, thank you, I see you
got a promotion, wonder what you’ve been
working on, etc.
I’ve done this in the offline world with handwritten notes for years
and the impact is dramatic and long lasting.
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It’s amazing how relationships bloom when you genuinely care
about people.
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As you consider these potential game-changing ideas, let
me introduce you to the Duct Tape Marketing Consulting
Network. Many of the elements described throughout this
document are made available to our consultants as part of
joining our network.
After you read this eBook, consider joining one of our
live Discovery sessions to learn all about why Duct Tape
Marketing Consulting just might be right for you. (See
a list of everything a Duct Tape Marketing Consultant
receives at the end of this document.)

4) Build a
partner team
Look at your ideal client and
identify a list of all of the other
services they might need to
accomplish their objectives.



From this list, identify as many “best of class” providers as possible
and start inviting them to tell you about how to introduce their
businesses to your clients.


     

 



Create ways for them to guest blog for you, interview them and host
the interviews on your site, allow them to cobrand your eBooks and
send them to their clients and think about ways to develop events,
webinars and workshops with them.
By taking this formal approach to building your partner team you’ll
discover your hot prospects will start coming to you.
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“By taking this formal approach to building your partner team
you’ll discover your hot prospects will start coming to you”
- John Jantsch

Here’s how to build your team:

How to Create a Killer Strategic Partner Team
Everybody needs a little help from their friends. Businesses large
and small can benefit greatly from the partnering mindset, particularly
hyper local businesses.
The partnering mindset is simply a business point of view that suggests
a great deal of the organization’s marketing mix will involve seeking
out and activating business partners with the same ideal client target.
Understand that this thinking in full form takes in a bigger view than
simply referring business to each other.
A total local partner mindset is an approach that starts with your
product and service offerings and carries through to both making and
giving referrals as a total team effort.
There are a number of components involved in the creation of an
effective program.



R55Recruit and introduce – the first step is to recruit
your team and introduce them to your program and
business. One of the best ways to identify good teammates
is to ask your current customers to name other businesses
they like to buy from. You don’t want just anyone as a
partner, these need to be people you can also confidently
refer business to.



     

 



Next, send them a letter outlining your plans and inviting them to tell
you the best way to introduce their business to your customers – that
usually gets their attention.
R5Create content opportunities – Invite your partners
to contribute to your newsletter, act as a guest on your
podcast or blog. Giving your partners exposure by way of
content gets them exposure and you content. Consider
taking this up a notch and create a group blog optimized
for all of the partners.
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“By taking this formal approach to building your partner team
you’ll discover your hot prospects will start coming to you”
- John Jantsch

R55Conduct video interviews – Set a meeting with your
partners and use the opportunity to record an introduction
video so you can have content to run on your website
letting the world know about your partners. This will show
you mean business.
R55Acquire special offers – Get your partners to contribute
a product or service that you can use as a way to enhance
your offering. Free business cards for every logo purchased
or free flowers when you make a reservation for dinner,
free tickets to give away in your marketing, or free HVAC
check-up when you get some plumbing work. This is a
great way to promote your partners while adding real
appeal to your marketing. Make sure you create real
perceived value here.
R55Make referrals – Make it a habit to consciously go out of
your way to refer business to your partners. Don’t wait for
people to ask, do it as part of your Monday routine. This
is how you become someone that lots of great providers
want to partner with, but you also increase your value to
your customers by consistently helping get what they need
in every aspect of their life.



R55Rate and review – If at all possible become of a
customer of every one of your partners. This will make
you a much more authentic referral sources (as a user)
and allow you to test and filter the truly great experiences.
Follow-up on this by actively writing reviews and ratings
on Yelp and other online sites.


     

 



R55Create events – Figure out how to bring your partners
together to network and create deeper engagement. Let
each partner have a day where they educate everyone in
the network. Create workshops and offer to conduct them
for your partner’s customers. Develop a day devoted to
topics that your partners can present useful information
on and have everyone promote the event.
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“A central part of your prospecting should be aimed
at getting in front of groups with your message”
- John Jantsch

With just a little bit of creativity any organization can tap the
awesome power of a partner network as a substantial lead and
customer generator.

5) Get to a podium
Your brand, your prospecting and ultimately
your profitability as a coach or consultant, rests
in your ability to get up in front of groups of
prospects and share your story, unique point
of view, solution or methodology – essentially,
your eBook in seminar form.
A central part of your prospecting should be aimed at getting in front
of groups with your message. This can and will evolve over time, but
get to just about any podium you can in the beginning. You’ll find that
speaking leads to more speaking and more speaking leads to better
speaking and better speaking leads to clients.
Eventually you’ll get paid just to speak, but don’t make that your goal.
One or two great clients will pay you far more than the speaking fee
you might be able to garner. When you get very good at delivering
your message your can forgo your potential speaking fee in trade for
things like the ability to make special program offers or collect
email addresses.



Your Speaking for Leads Action Plan



     

 



A lot of folks dream of being a sought after, highly paid speaker (some
people wet themselves at the thought of it as well.) However, in this
education-based marketing environment we find ourselves in today,
speaking for leads may be the best approach ever.
Getting up in front of a highly targeted, interested group of prospects
and demonstrating for 45 minutes or so that, you’re not only a very
likable chap, you know a heck of a lot about something they need, is
today’s most effective form of lead generation and conversion all rolled
into one.
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“A central part of your prospecting should be aimed
at getting in front of groups with your message”
- John Jantsch

So forget the paid speaking career for now and start speaking for
leads. Let’s say you sell a pretty standard $4,000 web design package.
Would you be better off charging a sponsor group $2,500 to share
your brilliance or speaking for free and walking away with 20 hot
prospects that eventually convert to 6 immediate design engagements?
(I’ll do the math – that’s $24,000) Any business, regardless of
industry, can benefit from this approach.
Here are 5 tips to keep in mind in order to make your free speaking
career pay off big.

1) Get referred
You can create your own workshop events, but one of my
favorite strategies is to approach two potential groups
and offer to present great information to their clients
and networks. The key here is that you have a topic that
is very hot and seen as very valuable. This is not a sales
presentation, it’s an education and value add tool. Approach
your two partners with the idea that you’ll present a great
topic, they offer it to their customers, and they get to cross
promote to each others attendees as part of the deal. You
simply get referred in as the expert. (Every time you do this
you will get asked to speak at an event one of the attendees
is involved with as well.)



2) Make a deal with the sponsor



     

 



You are a highly sought after speaker willing to waive your fee
only if they permit you to elegantly reveal that there is a way for
attendees to acquire your products and services, and that you will
also be offering some free stuff in exchange for contact information
of those interested in the free stuff. Make it known that you have
no intention of selling, merely informing. This approach raises the
value of your presentation and gets you what you need as a lead
generation opportunity. This can be a deal breaker for you or the
sponsor. If you over promote, don’t expect to get asked back, if they
won’t allow you to acquire leads, don’t bother.
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“A central part of your prospecting should be aimed
at getting in front of groups with your message”
- John Jantsch

3) Educate like crazy
Don’t be afraid to give away all of your secrets. Some folks
suggest you should just tell them what they need, but not
how to get it done. I don’t agree. If you tell them how, some
may think they can do it themselves, and that is okay, too.
However, those who really want what you have will realize
through your specific details, “how to’s”, and examples that
you do indeed possess the knowledge and tools to help
them get what they want. Educate and you won’t have
to sell!

4) Collect those addresses
In some cases people will rush up to you after a thought
provoking presentation and ask how they can buy, but, in
case they don’t, make sure you give all attendees a valuable
reason to share their contact information for the purpose
of follow-up. You can offer them the slides to your
presentation, a free resource guide related to your topic,
or a more detailed report based on the topic, in exchange
for business cards. If you don’t have this preplanned you’ll
find you won’t get a second chance to wow these folks. Of
course, I hope it goes without saying that you should also
have a follow-up process. Write a hand-written note,
add them into a pre-written drip email campaign on
the topic, or call them up after the event to measure
their engagement.

5) Simple call to action
When I first starting speaking in the manner I’ve described
here, I would pour my heart out, mindful of not selling,
and then come to the end and there would be this awkward
moment when I knew people wanted to buy something,
but I didn’t have an offer. Well, I quickly learned that
didn’t serve either of us very well. If you provide great
information and a clear road map to solve someone’s
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“When you do this you’ll immediately set up your
referral mechanism and give yourself no option but to
generate remarkable results for your clients”
- John Jantsch

problems, you’ll often find them wanting you to reveal how
they could take the next step. But here’s the key – in that
environment, they want a deal for acting right now. Not
every audience or speaking engagement will present this
opportunity, but I’ve found that in a straight free speaking
gig, where I’ve been given permission to introduce my
products and services, this 3-step approach is well received.

a) Tell your audience right up front you’re going to give them great
information and tell them at the end about what you do

b) About half way through, after you’ve built some trust, take a quick

minute to reveal, for instance, a paid workshop or program you have
coming up, tell them the price and go on

c) At the end answer questions, make free offers, and, almost as an

afterthought, agree to let them also bring a friend to the event you
mentioned at the same price if they sign-up today. (You’ve just made
the event half price in their mind, turned them into a recruiter, and
given your potential attendee a valuable tool to offer to a friend or
colleague.) So, all of a sudden, anyone considering the offer is now
highly motivated by this compelling change of events. Don’t hard sell
this, simply put it out there and let people do the math. Don’t risk
tainting your wonderful information with a sales pitch, but don’t leave
those who want to buy without an option either.



Make sure you also read Presentation Zen by Garr Reynolds, Slide:ology
from Nancy Duarte and Beyond Bullet Points from Cliff Atkinson.



     

 



6) Perfect your conversion
Lead conversion or selling using the
approach I’ve outlined here is more of an act
of educating and creating the right buying
experience than it is actually selling as most
think of it. In fact, if you have to do much
selling, you’re not doing the first parts of this
system right and you’ll likely land clients that aren’t a match.
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“When you do this you’ll immediately set up your
referral mechanism and give yourself no option but to
generate remarkable results for your clients”
- John Jantsch

Lead conversion for consultants and coaches starts by having a
discovery process that allows you and your prospect to learn if there
is a great fit. This can be a form, worksheet or evaluation meeting,
but having a step that allows you to align your prospective client
with exactly how you will work together and what framework or
methodology you will use is crucial.
The next step is to be able to clearly and
simply demonstrate exactly how you will
work together, what’s expected of both you
and the client, the results they can expect
and how you plan to measure the results.
Your lead conversion system must contain an orientation process once
the prospect says yes. Spend as much time on creating a smooth “new
client” process, as you do on creating everything that led them to
saying yes, and you’ll find the next sale will come naturally.
Finally, your lead conversion system must have a results review
component. You must have a way to measure and a process to
communicate the results your client has received. Build this in on the
front end, tell them you are going to ensure they get a result, tell them
how and then set up the process.
When you do this you’ll immediately set up your referral mechanism
and give yourself no option but to generate remarkable results for
your clients.



Your Selling System Action Plan



    


 



Below are the essential ingredients needed to operate your lead
conversion system
R55#-)0,35@5)/5'/-.5"055*&((5,-*)(-51"(5
a lead asks for more information. I know this sounds
obvious, but few businesses do more than react. In order to
move prospects, you must have a call to action, education
plan, and filter that helps qualify and direct leads to the
next step. This is a significant step and one that can help
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“When you do this you’ll immediately set up your
referral mechanism and give yourself no option but to
generate remarkable results for your clients”
- John Jantsch

you stop chasing the wrong leads while also giving you
an opportunity to create a unique experience. Interrupt
the norm for your industry here and you’ll help further
cement how you’re different.
R55Presentation – Once a prospect determines they need to
know more about your specific offerings, either by way of a
demo or sales call, it’s important that you have a set way to
present your organization. This is a point where many sales
folks go out and try to answer the questions that prospects
have. The problem with this approach is most prospects
don’t know what questions they should have; so it’s really
up to you to start adding value in the relationship by
presenting what you know is useful, while also discovering
their unique challenges. This is part scripted, part art, but
it should be practiced consistently across the organization.
R55Nurturing – Depending upon the buying habits of your
ideal customer or sales cycle for your particular industry,
you will need a systematic approach for keeping leads
that are starting an information seeking process warm
as they move towards a buying decision. This is a place
where technology can certainly help you make automated
contacts via email or snail mail. Creating planned
education events such as online seminars and peer-topeer panel discussions is also another very effective way to
nurture leads and continue to educate.



t5SBOTBDUJPOo For many in selling, the game ends when



    

 



the customer says yes. Your lead conversion system must
be created in a way that delivers the same experience
once a prospect becomes a customer as was delivered
throughout the courting period. The best way to do this is
through a planned orientation process where you continue
the educational approach by teaching the customer how
to get the most from what they’ve agreed to buy. This can
be through a simple training video or a more elaborate
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7 Steps to Marketing Success
for Coaches and Consultants
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“Once you have your traffic, prospect, networking,
partnering, speaking and converting pieces in place
and you are generating clients, start to introduce
additional convergent streams of revenue”
- John Jantsch

new customer process, but this important step leads to a
smooth transition from prospect to customer and often
sets the tone for additional purchases and referrals.
R55Review - Your selling system won’t be complete until
you create a process that allows you to measure and
communicate the results your customers are experiencing.
One of the best ways to do this is through some form of a
planned results review process. By setting the expectation
for this process up-front, you send a very strong signal
that results matter, but you also get the opportunity to
address issues that didn’t go as expected and collect client
success stories and testimonials from your happiest clients.

7) Introduce multiple streams
Once you have your traffic, prospect, networking, partnering, speaking
and converting pieces in place and you are generating clients, start to
introduce additional convergent streams of revenue.
You can do this by introducing additional products and services,
through joint ventures with your partner team or through passive
revenue streams generated through introductions to related services
and tools your clients might need.



So, there you have it, the entire marketing and profitable growth plan
for a coach or consultant.



     

As you consider these potential game-changing ideas, let
me introduce you to the Duct Tape Marketing Consulting
Network. Many of the elements described throughout this
document are made available to our consultants as part of
joining our network.

 

After you read this eBook, consider joining one our live
Discovery sessions to learn all about why Duct Tape
Marketing Consulting just might be right for you. (See a list
of everything a Duct Tape Marketing Consultant receives at the
end of this document.)
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What a Duct Tape Marketing
Consultant Receives When
They Join Our Network

“You’re going to receive world-class training, education and
a support program that will provide you with everything you
need to run your very own consulting practice”
- John Jantsch

Benefits of Becoming a Duct Tape
Marketing Consultant
and Consultants

Create a hot list

Build a partner team

Introduce multiple streams
What a Duct Tape Marketing Consultant
Receives When They Join Our Network

If you're a digital marketing agency, marketing consultant, marketing
strategist, or marketing coach perhaps you've had one of the following
thoughts:

"I get marketing but I'm frustrated because I don't have a system
and tool set."
"I'm stuck trading time for fees."
"Where can I find more time – I can't keep up on all the new
marketing tactics and strategies."
"I always feel like I'm going at it alone."
That's precisely why we created the Duct Tape Marketing
Consultant Network!
We've built a network that is focused on helping consultants and
coaches around the world become extremely profitable doing the work
they love.
As a part of the network you have access to:
Tools – don't reinvent the wheel, leverage a proven system to help you
and your clients grow faster – The Duct Tape Marketing system has
been installed in thousands of small to mid sized businesses.
Network – get the benefits of a team instead of going alone. By
networking with other like-minded business owners you will have the
sounding board wisdom, and idea generation that only much larger
firms enjoy.
Events – built around the idea that every business owner needs time to
work on their business not in it, we've pulled together thought leaders
in small business, marketing and consulting to help guide your journey
Partners – building a marketing system for your clients can be a
constant struggle. We've partnered with top service providers to give
you access to the people who can help you get the work done. Think
copywriters, designers, programmers and SEO experts.
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What a Duct Tape Marketing
Consultant Receives When
They Join Our Network

and Consultants

Create a hot list

Build a partner team

“You’re going to receive world-class training, education and
a support program that will provide you with everything you
need to run your very own consulting practice”
- John Jantsch

Perks – by approaching tools and resources as a network we are able to
pass on discounts, special offers and elevated affiliate opportunities to
help create additional revenues streams for things like CRM tools, web
hosting, email service providers, and social media marketing platforms.
If you are interesting in learning about how to become a member of the
Duct Tape Marketing Network and a Certified Duct Tape Marketing
Consultant, please join us for a live Discovery Session where we share
full details.
Sign up here:
https://ducttapemarketingconsultant.com/discovery-call/

Introduce multiple streams
What a Duct Tape Marketing Consultant
Receives When They Join Our Network
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About Us
About John Jantsch
John Jantsch is a marketing consultant, award-winning social media publisher and
author of two best-selling books, Duct Tape Marketing and The Referral Engine.
His blog was chosen as a Forbes favorite for marketing and small business, and
his podcast, a top ten marketing show on iTunes, was called a “must listen” by Fast
Company magazine.

Amplify Your Business – Join the Duct Tape Marketing Consultant Network
If you’ve followed my work over the years, you know that I’m passionate about helping small business owners realize
what’s possible through simple, effective, and affordable marketing solutions.
The individuals attracted to the Duct Tape Marketing Network collectively share this passion for small business
and give generously of their time, talent and knowledge to help every member of the network succeed.
Attend the next live discovery call to learn more about the opportunity.

Summary of benefits included in joining the network
• Partners - You’ll gain access to our top service providers, like copywriters, designers, VAs, and SEO
experts.
• Network - You’ll instantly gain a network of like-minded business owners to act as a sounding board,
mentor, and collaborator.
• Training - You’ll receive frequent opportunities to learn from the leading minds in online and offline
marketing in a variety of virtual and in-person events.
• Tools - You’ll gain access to the complete Duct Tape Methodology and System, including hundreds of
tools, forms, templates, and examples.
• Package offerings - You’ll have the rights to sell and install managed marketing service packages on a
monthly retainer basis.
• Marketing Activated Website - If you like, we’ll build you a complete WordPress site complete with all of
the lead generation and conversion tools our consultants use every day.

ducttapemarketing.com | facebook.com/ducttapemarketing | twitter.com/ducttape

